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Process

• Use 050r2 as starting point as directed by TG chair
• Go contribution by contribution and consider modifications/additions to 050 to harmonize
Contributions

- 050r2
- 048
- 061
- 054
- 056
- 047
- 072
- 049
- 046
- 051
- 053
Main Points of Discussion

• Frame Structure Requirement
  – Discussion on whether there must be one frame structure for both relay and access links
  – Group agreed on wording to leave it open

• Document Status
  – Group discussed whether TR document is a binding document or a guideline
  – TG chair clarified that document is a guideline

• Mandatory/Optional Designations
  – Mandatory/optional designations specified in the document are guidelines
  – They are current best guess of the group
  – They will be refined as technical proposals come are considered
Ad Hoc Results and Recommendation

• Ad Hoc completed harmonization of contributions based on C80216j-06_050r2
  – Harmonized document is C80216j-06_050r3

• Ad Hoc recommendation is for TG to accept C80216j-06_050r3 as the baseline technical requirements document